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Subject: Art educAtion 

clASSeS: i to V (8 WeekS)
Art Education as a subject consists of Visual Arts 
(drawing, painting, printing, paper-folding, wall 
painting, clay-modelling, pottery, rangoli making, mask 
and puppet making, toys making, crafts, photography, 
etc.) and performing arts (music, dance,theatre, 
puppetry, story telling, etc.). The content, topics or 
theme for making or the doing art is taken from the 
subject content of other school subjects at this stage. 
Teachers are requested to value the process of exploring 
and learning of arts at this stage and not evaluate the 
end product alone. Art education as it’s conceptual 
nature and scope provides endless space to the learner 
to go beyond the rigid boundaries of colour, shape or 
size of the object or subject being represented. 

The calendar of activities has been divided in two 
parts; (A) Visual Arts and (B) Performing Arts for the 
convenience of the teachers and not otherwise. Art 
Education syllabus for primary stage is based on the 
National Curriculum Framework 2005. Concerns and 
recommendations of NEP 2020 regarding Art Education 
are also taken care off.

PArt A : ViSuAl ArtS

Art Education as visual arts at primary level is to 
make children familiar with basics of: (i) line and 
form, shapes and sizes of the objects in the immediate 
surroundings, (ii) Colours and naming them after 
common objects/flowers/fruits/vegetables/animals 
and people (iii) texture of different surfaces, such as; 
soft, smooth, hard, rough, etc., (iv) composition to learn 
about 2-D and 3-D space, creative use of colours and 
forms, installation of 3-D objects, painting landscapes/
seascapes, composition based on seasons, sports, 
parks, situations, arranging patterns, making designs, 
etc. (v) tools and techniques of exploring 2-D and 3D 
methods and materials, such as; drawing, painting, 
printing, collage making, poster making, paper crafts, 
toy making, clay modelling, pottery, regional crafts and 
construction of objects, mask making, etc., last but not 
the least (vi) appreciation of artefacts and nature.
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clASSeS i–iii
Method and Materials: At this stage, focus is more on 
observation and exploration. The process of learning 
experience is considered more important than the final 
product. Material for making art is suggested to be 
homemade and easily available as resource. Children 
of this age group enjoy experimenting with variety of 
materials and objects available to them. Researches 
indicate that children, if given opportunity, like to 
narrate their point of view on what they have made! 
Therefore they should be given adequate appreciation 
and time to talk about their art-making to understand 
the depth of involvement and experience. They should 
be encouraged to maintain their work in portfolios which 
can be very helpful in evaluating their artistic progress. 

clASSeS: iV–V
Method and Materials: By this stage children have 
already picked up skills and vocabulary of basic 
art, therefore focus here is more on exploration, 
experimentation, creation and presentation. Process 
of learning experience is very important than the final 
product at this stage too. Children of this stage need 
to be free for experimenting and expressing without 
being afraid of any judgment or failure. Art material for 
artistic expression is suggested to be regional and those 
which are easily available.

SuggeSted ActiVitieS

Learning Outcomes Suggested Activities  Resources

The learner–
• identifies different 

geometrical shapes in 
objects such as; furniture, 
buildings/monuments, 
plants & trees etc.

• draws and paints objects 
and scenes of his/her 
liking using appropriate 
colours.

• draws/paints 
compositions on themes, 
such as; myself, my 
family, my school, my 
park, etc.

Activity 1

Organise and encourage students for;
— Quick game of object drawing to 

know ‘Who is Quicker ?’ 
— drawing of household objects (10 

seconds to each object) 
 (Elders in the family can also join 

and make the game a fun). 
— The process can be recorded with 

mobile phone and shared with the 
school and later on.

 (in case of online class)

• Drawing book/ 
notebook, chart 
paper, etc.

• Pictures of regional 
wall paintings, 
rangoli, etc., for 
reference. 

• Clay can be prepared 
at home before hand. 

• Scrap book can be 
created out of the 
used notebooks or 
chart papers.
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• knows names of 
secondary colours.

• creates chart of secondary 
colours and their shades.

• makes clay models of 
items such as; furniture, 
means of transportation, 
fruits, vegetables, etc., 
using geometrical shapes.

• beautifies surroundings 
(own room, own home, 
boundary walls of own 
house, using 2D and 3D 
objects. 

• identifies and appreciates 
different textures of; 
household objects, wood, 
cotton, wool, silk, etc. 

Activity 2

Draw and paint objects of one colour 
with it’s different shade. For example, 
green of spinach, of tree leaves of bitter 
gourd, of water melon, etc. 
This activity is fun as they start 
understanding the treasure of different 
hues and shades present in nature 
around them. 
Activity 3

Ask children make colour chart of their 
own, showing primary and secondary 
colours.
Take a picture of the colour chart and 
share with the teacher/school. (in case 
of online class)

• Colours can be 
prepared at home 
from herbs, dyes, 
leaves, flowers, 
stones, etc. 

• Regional dyes/
colours used for 
painting can be 
explored before 
buying branded 
colours. 

• Old charts, magazines 
or newspapers 

• Glue, sponge, pieces 
of different fabrics, 
sand, wool, feathers, 
potters clay, etc.

• makes creative designs 
using techniques such 
as; thumb painting, blow 
painting, block printing, 
etc.

• constructs stuffed toys 
with wool, cotton or cloth 
cuttings.

• makes clay models using 
coil, slab, pressing and 
pinching methods.

• exhibits skills of ; 
observation, exploration, 
experimentation and 
problem solving through 
art assignments.

Activity 4

Engage children in clay modelling;
— Create clay models of commonly 

seen/found objects, such as; 
drawing room furniture and means 
of transportation.

— wild animals and birds that they 
would like to protect,

— fruits and vegetables that like to eat 
the most,

— Encourage children to make videos 
of the objects made by them and 
share with the school and teachers. 

 (in case of online class)

• Wherever possible 
Smartphone and 
computer can be a 
great help in recording 
the process and work, 
in viewing youtube 
videos, exploring 
related links/videos 
on NROER, NCERT

• Smartphone can be 
helpful in recording 
and uploading in 
school websites/
on YouTube or 
sharing art work with 
teachers.

• shows awareness of the 
immediate surroundings 
and accepts responsibility 
of beautifying and keeping 
surroundings clean. 

• starts communicating 
on social issues and 
practices personal and 
social value.

Activity 5
Stamping and Block printing;
— Engage children in making boarder 

designs with block printing using 
materials such as; sponge, thread, 
pebbles, nail-head, leaves, etc. 

— Create your own block from soft 
wood or from waste of vegetable/
fruit peals to play and print from 
different type of surfaces. 

— Keep art work in the portfolio and 
make video or take pictures of the art 
work to be shared with teacher/s, 
family and friends. 

 (in case of online class)

• Collective viewing of 
selected TV channels, 
such as; Discovery, 
Animal Planet, etc. is 
recommended.
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Activity 6
Learning Printing methods;
— Blow painting- drop a drop of 

diluted colour/s or ink on surface of 
a white paper sheet and blow it from 
different sides using a straw. 

(Children like this activity as it results 
into an unpredictable visual which 
keeps leading the doer to a sea of joy and 
creativity. This activity is considered a 
good exercise for the lungs)

Activity 7
— Painting on themes, such as;
‘my school’, ‘my play ground’, ‘my 
classroom’, ‘monuments of personal 
liking’. 
Encourage children learn and practise 
their regional/folk style of painting/
wall painting (Gond, Madhubani, Warli, 
Mandna, Rangoli, Sanjhi, etc.)
The art work can be added to portfolio 
for teacher/s to see.
(in case of online class)

Activity 8
Children of this stage not only like to 
play with toys, but also like to make 
their own toys and games. Give them 
opportunities to;
— make their own stuff toys; using 

folk styles of making birds, animals, 
fruits, vegetables, etc.

Take pictures of toys and share with 
teachers and schools.
(in case of online class)

Activity 9
Encourage children express their views 
on social issues;
— make Poster compositions on simple 

themes, such as; “Save Water”, “ 
Save Tree, Save Environment”, “I 
Wash Hands Before Touching My 
Nose, Eyes and Mouth”, “I love My 
Country”, I respect Elders”, etc. 

Activity 10
— Make Rangoli with leaves, flowers, 

sand, shells, coloured pebbles, 
etc., in front of your home and take 
picture or make a sketch of the 
same for portfolio.

 (in case of online class)
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PArt b: Performing ArtS

A child expresses best without inhibitions through 
movement of different parts of the body, i.e., eyes, hand, 
feet, voice. Dancing to simple tunes happily, singing a 
song, dramatizing a scene with friends, enactment and 
mimicry of people and sounds they hear is natural with 
all children. This natural character portrays the natural 
self of the child, the hidden potential and also helps 
to express spontaneously. Therefore incorporating 
elements of performing arts which consist of music, 
dance and drama in education is indeed beneficial to 
the development of a child. These expressions of the 
young hearts which are so natural to every child helps 
them to express effortlessly, without fear give them self 
esteem and confidence. Performing arts provide them 
with opportunities to engage their mind and body into 
a holistic expression as it involves; cognitive, psycho-
motor and affective domains simultaneously. Students 
get exposed to different sounds, movement, rhythm 
while they start understanding their own voice, sounds 
around them, creating different sounds, difference 
between noisy/harsh and soothing /musical sounds 
and develop appreciation for musical sounds in nature 
and those created by people. They start taking more 
interest in their regional/folk performing arts and learn 
to participate in different art forms and express joyfully. 
NEP 2020 recommends, “The arts form a major medium 
for imparting culture. The arts-besides strengthening 
cultural identity, awareness, and uplifting societies-are 
well known to enhance cognitive and creative abilities 
in individuals and increase individual happiness. The 
happiness/well-being, cognitive development, and 
cultural identity of individuals are important reasons 
that Indian arts of all kinds must be offered to students 
at all levels of education, starting with early childhood 
care and education.” NEP 2020 (22.3 Page no. 53)

clASSeS i–iii
Method and Materials: At this stage focus of learning 
performing arts is more on observation and exploration 
and emphasis is more on aspects of sound, rhythm, 
body movement, performance/presentation and art 
appreciation. Process or learning is more important 
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SuggeSted ActiVitieS

Learning Outcomes Suggested Activities  Resources

The learner–
• listens to sounds 

in the immediate 
surroundings carefully 
at different time of the 
day.

• imitates sounds of 
different birds, animals 
and moving objects/
machines.

• imitates body 
movement of animals, 
birds and people 
around.

• creates sound of rain 
drops, thunder of 
clouds, storm, sea, 
rustling of trees, etc. 
using own body and/or 
with available objects.

• sings poems using 
simple rhythm. 

Activity 1

How many type of birds are there in your 
surroundings?
— Make children close their eyes and 

concentrate on chirping sounds in 
the morning, or evening and try to 
identify name of the birds.

— let them hear sounds in nature just 
before the sun rises (dawn) and when 
the sun sets (dusk) both

— Same can be done with other sounds. 
Find the source of the sound and name 
it, direction from where the sound is 
coming, e.g.; sound of wind, dogs, of 
car/scooter, aeroplane, generator etc.

Activity 2

— Imitate different sounds, such as; 
sound of peacock, cuckoo, sparrows, 
elephant, lion, dog, cat, horse, etc. 
Sound of the school bell, temple 
bells, etc. 

• Guided viewing 
of animal planet, 
discovery channel, 
YouTube videos, etc.

• Audio and/or Video 
clips on selected 
sounds of birds, 
animals and objects.

• Video clips of 
voices of different 
people, with voice 
modulation and with 
specific expression.

• Audio/Videos of 
different musical 
instruments.

• Costumes and make 
up, head gears and 
masks with available 
resources.

• Video clips on 
selected body 
movements and 
facial expressions

• narrates stories using 
different sounds and 
some facial expression 
to create impact.

• plays different roles 
for example; teacher, 
policeman, doctor, 
mother, father, 
grandparents, hawkers, 
etc. 

Parents can help taking video of such 
activities and share with the teacher/s.
— Draw and talk about these object/

bird/animal. (sheets can be added in 
portfolio)

Let the parents/teachers create a link 
and bring some children to a platform for 
discussions and expression of the above. 
This will help them to interact in these 
times when the child is so lonely, staying 
at home for more than a year 

• .e.g. https:// www.
youtube.com /
watch?v =bk-
o3JGo88w

• https:// www.you-
tube.com/watch?v 
=JKmL-uwAJwU

• https://diksha.gov.
in/play/content/
do_3133469742742 
7328012561

• Pictures of regional, 
community or family 
dances.-Participation 
in family/community 
celebrations.

than the final performance/presentation. Instruments, 
make-up, costumes, props, etc. should preferably be 
regional, no cost and local specific. Students of this 
age group enjoy experimenting with variety of materials 
and objects available to them in their surroundings. 
E.g. a broken branch of a tree can be used with several 
improvisations, any local toy can be used as a character 
to express, etc. 

https://diksha.gov.in/
https://diksha.gov.in/
https://diksha.gov.in/
https://diksha.gov.in/
https://ciet.nic.in/pages.php?id=pmevidya&ln=en
https://ciet.nic.in/pages.php?id=pmevidya&ln=en
https://ciet.nic.in/pages.php?id=pmevidya&ln=en
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_3133469742742
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_3133469742742
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_3133469742742
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• sings/chants  devotional 
music usually sung by 
elders at home

• dances to any rhythmic 
tune using hands 
and feet with proper 
expression

• identifies some of 
the regional musical 
instruments.

• likes to play simple 
musical instruments 
available.

• can identify and move 
different parts of 
the body like waist, 
shoulders, knees, toes, 
etc.

• participates happily in 
group dance and role 
play

• tries to sing poems, 
school prayer/s, 
patriotic songs with 
interest.

• exhibits body balence 
while making different 
dance movements. 

• appreciates 
performances seen on 
TV, YouTube videos of; 
Music, Dance, Puppet 
shows, etc. And shares 
his likes on the same.

Activity 3

— Listen to the sound of rain and create 
similar, storm, sea storm, thundering 
of clouds or any other sound/s in 
nature that the child likes. 

Parents, grand parents can join children 
and make it fun. Record it and share for 
school records. Children like to see their 
own videos. It helps them appreciate their 
performance and learn further. 

Activity 4 
— Encourage children pretend to be 

the animal, bird, object or persons. 
Sing the related poem/s and make 
matching dance movements, Follow 
the rhythm. The poem can be from the 
language textbooks.

— Children can be given opportunity 
to listen to the audio recordings of 
selected music— instrumental and 
vocal.

Such audio files can be sent using 
WhatsApp. 

Activity 5
Select situation or story (story can also be 
from textbooks) and ask child/children 
to narrate it dramatically using different 
sound and movement. 
Encourage children to add appropriate 
moods to the situation. For example; ‘Lion 
was very angry but mouse was scared’’, 
‘Dog was very kind to the cat but cat was 
still afraid’, etc. 
They can also be asked to create a script 
in their own language. This gives a specific 
frame to the storyline.
Activity 6
‘Dance like a robot or/and puppet’. 
Tell children to do warm-up exercises 
before starting the dance by gradually 
moving each part of the body, hands, 
arms, shoulders, head and neck, feet and 
toe, legs and waist etc.
After the warm-up, child can perform 
movements like a puppet on a given 
situation, such as; ‘getting up from chair 
and walking to the door in rhythm’, 
‘performing, on any song of their liking’ 
flying kite etc.
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Activity 7
— Watch/listen to the audio-video 

clippings of various musical 
instruments, like; dhol, dholak, duff, 
magic of ghungroos, flute, tabla, sitar, 
harmonium, etc.

— Play and record music created with 
the help of kitchen utensils.

— Listen to the national anthem and 
morning prayers (audio recordings 
can be shared through WhatsApp), 
mantra uchcharan, hymns, shabad, 
so that they pick up the correct 
pronunciation.

Activity 8
— Practise free body movements in 

open space for simple delight, such 
as; moving with the music, flying like 
clouds, swinging arms, moving around 
like butterfly, taking rounds, etc.

— Observe and imitate movement of 
birds in the sky, butterflies around the 
flowers, dancing trees with wind, etc.

— Guided viewing of TV documentaries/
programmes on birds, animals, 
nature can be very helpful in learning 
better, when children are at home. 
Recommendation from school can 
guide them do it with purpose.

Activity 9
Games— children can play games such 
as dumb-charade with family. This is 
learning with fun. It can be based on; 
situations, roles, our helpers, name of 
animals, birds, etc.

Children can take turn with parents/
elders on this game.
This can also be done to communicate 
situations, such as, I am hungry, I want 
to eat, I am cleaning my teeth, taking 
bath, etc. 

Activity 10
— Viewing videos of own performances.
— Discussion on TV programs (those are 

approved by the family) on dance and 
music to encourage free expression of
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clASSeS iV–V
Method and Materials: At this stage also the focus of learning 
performing arts remains same as mentioned for Classes I–III with an 
added aspect of ‘space’ along with sound, rhythm, body movement, 
performance/presentation and art appreciation. Process of learning 
remains more important than the final performance/presentation. 
Content, instruments, make-up, costumes, props, etc., should 
preferably be regional and local specific. Students of this age 
group enjoy experimenting with variety of materials and objects 
available to them. They like to make their own instruments, write 
own poems, design costumes, etc. Therefore a non-judgemental 
environment can help nurture their creative potential. 

SuggeSted ActiVitieS

Learning Outcomes Suggested Activities  Resources

The learner–
• understands the 

concept of Aahat Naad 
and Anahat Naad 

• listens and 
differentiates sounds 
of different birds 
in the immediate 
surroundings.

• imitates and 
documents sounds 
of different birds, 
animals and moving 
objects/machines.

• makes rhythmic body 
movement, imitating 
animals, birds and 
people around.

• likes to listen to the 
sound of different 
musical instruments, 
such as; khanjira, 
ghungroo, dholak

• identifies regional 
Music/Folk Music of 
different states and 
likes. 

• narrates stories using 
different sounds with 
facial expressions to 
create impact.

• plays role of different 
persons and 
personalities; for 
example; teacher, 
policeman, doctor, 
grandparents, farmer, 
Mahatma Gandhi, 
political leaders, 
scientists, etc.  

Activity 1
— Identify the different sounds of nature 

in your environments – the birds, wind, 
rustling of branches ?

— Aahat naad is a sound caused due to 
friction of two entities and anahat naad 
is a sound within or in a vacuum. Let 
children realise it by sealing their ears 
and realise the sound within. Regarding 
Aahat Naad the children should know 
what types of frictions occur all the 
time around us— the breeze and the 
leaves, the buildings and the wind, the 
metal and the wind, etc. 

— Same can be done with other sounds. For 
example; sound of rain or wind, animals, 
vehicles, machines, generator, etc.

Find the direction and approximate 
distance from where the sound is coming. 
(A small project can be documented for 
portfolio)
Let the parents/teachers create a link 
and bring some children to a platform for 
discussions and expression of the above. 
This will help them to interact in these 
times when the child is so lonely, staying 
at home for more than a year 

Activity 2
— Imitate different sounds, such as; 

sound of peacock, cuckoo, sparrows, 
of elephant, lion, dog, cat, horse, etc. 
Sound of the school bell, of temple bells, 
etc. Sound of different vehicles/means 
of transportation such as, scooter, cycle, 
car, bus, train, ship, etc.

• Guided viewing 
of Animal Planet, 
Discovery Channel, 
YouTube videos, etc.

• Audio and/or Video 
clips on sounds of 
birds, animals and 
objects.

• Video clips of 
personalities in 
music, dance, theatre, 
painters, sculptors, 
puppetiers, national 
leaders, etc.

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=iVLXnAM-
AVyQ

— Audio/Videos of 
different musical 
instruments.

— Costumes and Make 
up, Head gears and 
masks with available 
resources.

Video clips on selected 
regional dances and 
body movements, facial 
expressions and moods.

https://epathshala.nic.in/
https://epathshala.nic.in/
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• identifies and 
documents some of 
the regional musical 
instruments.

• likes to play simple 
musical instruments 
available.

• uses hand and foot 
movements with folk 
music and rhythm. 
Tries to make hast 
mudra on their own, 
Moves different parts 
of the body like waist, 
shoulders, knees, 
toes, etc.

• participates happily 
in group dance and 
role play

• sings poems, school 
prayer/s, patriotic 
songs, folk songs 
with interest.

• sarangi/shehnai, etc.
• creates sound of rain 

drops, thunder of 
clouds, storm, sea, 
rustling of trees, 
etc., using own body 
and/or with avialable 
objects.

• sings poems with 
expressions using 
simple rhythm.

• balances body 
weight, can walk with 
grace and proper 
posture. 

• explores open and 
closed space for body 
movement.

• appreciates 
performances 
seen on TV, on 
YouTube, of his/
her peers, family, 
etc. ; Music, Dance, 
Puppet shows, etc., 
and gives his/her 
observations on the 
same.

 
(can record video of such activities and 
share with the teacher/s).
— Drawing with little description of these 

can also be prepared by the child and 
kept in the portfolio)

Activity 3
— Listen and create sound of rain, storm, 

sea waves, thundering of clouds or any 
other sound/s in nature using your 
body. 

— Let Parents, grand parents tell stories 
connected to different aspects of 
nature. The children can enact them 
for their friends on a virtual platform. 
It should be recorded and shared 
for school records. Children like to 
make their own videos and share on 
YouTube.

It helps them appreciate their own 
performances and explore similar from 
others and learn further. 

Activity 4 
— Encourage children pretend to be the 

person or personality of their choice 
from; teacher, policeman, doctor, 
grandparents, farmer, Mahatma 
Gandhi, political leaders (local or 
national), a scientist, etc., read 

about them and play the/their role. They 
can sing poem/song about the character 
or the role they are playing.
For rhythm they can use simple clapping 
of hands or tapping with the foot. 
Selecting accompanying beats/music 
from keyboard, dholak, khartal, dandiya 
sticks, thaali, etc., (whatever is possible) 
would add to the presentation.
 
The above activity can be selected from 
the language textbooks. 

— They can be guided to explore the 
internet (if available) or books to find 
out about the person or personality).

Record the performance and share. 
Such audio-video files can be sent using 
WhatsApp. 

Pictures or recording 
of family/community 
celebrations.
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Activity 5
— Guide children to explore and to listen 

to the audio recordings of selcted 
musical instrumental and vocal 
compositions. Preferably regional or 
of selected National/international 
performers in— music, dance, theatre 
and puppetry.

Such audio files or links can be shared 
using WhatsApp. 
e.g. https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/
do_31334697442892185611055
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/
do_31334697462267084812562
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/
do_31334698074855833611072
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/
do_31334698080713113611073

Activity 6
— Take pictures of the regional 

instruments and write 5 lines about 
each instrument.

— Inspire children to create their own 
musical instruments. Play it and 
record it’s making process and the 
sound it makes.

Activity 7
— Take pictures of any one regional 

dance/drama, which is performed 
on special occasions, festivals, etc. 

Write 10 lines about that performance and 
what you like most about that art form.
— Inspire children to search about that 

dance or theatre form on the internet 
and learn more about that. 

— Ask children practise any one regional 
dance of their liking and document it 
as video for sharing with the teacher/s 
and friends.

Activity 8
— Encourage children watch /listen to the 

audio-video clippings of instruments, 
like; flute, tabla, sitar, harmonium, 
guitar, etc.

— Listen to the national anthem and 
morning prayers (audio recordings can 
be shared through WhatsApp), so that 
they pick up the correct pronunciation.

https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334697442892185611055
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334697442892185611055
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334697462267084812562
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334697462267084812562
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334698074855833611072
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334698074855833611072
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334698080713113611073
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334698080713113611073
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— Listen to the recording of seven notes 
and practice them notes ( sa re ga ma 
pa dha ni sa..) on an instrument of 
your choice or/and vocal practice of 
the seven notes.

 https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/
do_31334698088660992012573

Record and share

Activity 9
— Practise free body movements in 

open spaces for simple delight, such 
as; moving with the music, flying 
like clouds, swinging arms and legs, 
moving around like butterfly, taking 
rounds, jumping like dear, walking 
like peacock, etc. 

— Practise the same movements in close 
room, with less space and tell the 
difference they feel. 

For better learning provide them with 
appropriate bakground music beats.

Activity 10
Games – children can play games, such 
as, dumb charades with family. This is 
learning with fun. It can be based on; 
social situations, national personalities, 
animals, birds, etc. 
Children can take turn with parents/
elders on this game.
This can also be done to communicate 
moods, such as; I am very happy, I am 
sad, I love my pet, My mother is very kind 
to me, how to deal with siblings, I hate 
unclean surroundings and love to clean 
it, I am kind to animals, etc.

Activity 11
— Viewing videos of own performances.
— Discussion on TV programs (those are 

approved by the family and teachers) 
on Dance and Music to encourage free 
expression of ones likes on different 
performances.

 This will help child in improving their 
analytical and reflective thinking 

— Children can also be given link of the 
audio and video recordings of selcted 
instumental and vocal music (regional 
and classicle).

 Such audio files can be sent using 
WhatsApp.

https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334698088660992012573
https://diksha.gov.in/play/content/do_31334698088660992012573
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